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Abstract

Analogical problem solving has been an area of considerable research in AI for some time, but the use of analogies in language generation as a means of explanation has attracted much less attention. Analogies are very interesting linguistic devices, because they convey a large amount of information in a relatively concise fashion. While using analogies is very common in language, most generation systems are not able to use analogies when providing explanations. In this paper, we discuss analogies in general, and outline a framework which will lay the foundations for knowledge representation suitable for generating inter-domain analogies. We argue that language should help in knowledge representation, and employ the Upper-Model, an ontology of abstractions used in natural language generation, to help organise the representation of domain terminology.

1 Introduction

Explanation is a very important problem solving activity in its own right, and much work has been conducted in this area of research. However, generating analogies to explain concepts seems to have been over-looked as a valuable strategy to convey the meaning concisely and effectively to the user. Analogical explanation is particularly useful in explaining concepts to a user in terms of the concepts in another domain that the user is familiar with. Consider for example the dialog in figure 1.

In this hypothetical dialog, the analogy provides an effective strategy for explaining the concept of thrombolysis. Since we are doing this work in the context of explaining an expert system's knowledge base and reasoning, we are considering using analogies in the following two cases:

1. In describing a concept or a relation – which is an essential capability of any explanatory system. Indeed, a system must be able to explain terms a user does

\footnote{Some generation systems are able to provide some analogies to describe concepts, but this is done in a very limited sense of analogy and for a limited number of cases.}
"What is Thrombolysis?"

"Thrombolysis is lysing a blood clot by infusing an enzyme in the blood" (Normal explanation)

"Huh?" (confused reaction)

"Just as one dissolves a blockage in a pipe by adding 'Draino', one can dissolve a blood clot by adding an enzyme" (analogical explanation)

Figure 1: A Hypothetical Dialog illustrating the use of analogies in Explanation

not understand. An example of the use of an analogy in the explanation of a terminological definition is:

The mitral valve in the heart is like a diode in an electronic circuit
(They both allow passage in one direction only)

2. In explaining a series of actions performed – as in a problem solving trace. For example:

Catheterisation is first performed on the patient. This is a diagnostic procedure similar to the one where a network of pipes is diagnosed to find the blockage. On finding that an artery is blocked partially by a thrombus, the patient is injected with enzymes so as to lyse the thrombus and restore normal circulation. This is like injecting a pipe with a strong acidic solution to dissolve the solid blocking the pipe and restoring normal water flow in the network.

These explanations must not be spewed from pre-written canned pieces of text, but must instead be generated by perusing the knowledge base. Thus if the system designer changes the definition of a concept, or a method for solving a problem, the explanation generated by the system should also change appropriately automatically. Equally important, this form of knowledge representation supports the generation of different explanations in different situations, based on different user models (e.g., [Paris, 1989; Paris, 1990]). In all cases, the explanatory capabilities of a system would be greatly enhanced if it could also make use of analogies.

Before discussing how one might generate analogies, it is important to first distinguish an analogy from either a metaphor or a comparison. When two very similar items are contrasted or compared, as in the following statements:

1. An artery is like a vein
2. An LED is like a bulb

we are really making comparisons rather than drawing analogies. The two entities being discussed are usually from the same immediate category (that is, they share the same parent in the knowledge representation hierarchy). However, when we make statements such as:

3. The roads of a city are like the veins and arteries of a body
4. He runs like the wind
we are drawing analogies between two dissimilar entities. An analogy is drawn between two concepts of different categories, and is therefore more than a mere comparison of two concepts. Generation of an analogy requires identifying the similarities between features of the two concepts – in the case above for example, the need for transport channels and the speed of movement and disregarding the other surface-level features (in the case above, the fact that the wind is not a solid for example). Systems that have used analogies in generation in the past have dealt only with comparisons such as (1) and (2).

Metaphors are yet even more complex and we shall mention them only for completeness. They usually leave implicit what the analogy explicitly mentions, and they require a context to be interpreted in. For example:

5. The roads are its arteries and veins
6. He is the wind

Since analogies draw upon the similarities between the features of two objects in different categories, they would seem to be a logical candidate for the transfer of knowledge about a domain in terms of another domain. Most of the work in analogical reasoning has been in the transfer of knowledge to the system (i.e., for knowledge acquisition). There has been little or no work done in the transfer of knowledge from the system to the user, as for example, in explanation.

In the following sections, we will describe the skeleton of a framework, which will lay the foundations for a knowledge representation suitable for generating analogies.

2 Ananlogies in Problem Solving vs Explanation Generation

In problem solving, analogies have been used mainly in order to:

1. To help the system solve a new problem based on its properties which are analogous to some other previously solved problem (e.g., [Greiner, 1985])

2. To avoid deriving a solution again, if an analogous problem trace exists (e.g., [Carbonell, 1983; Kedar-Cabelli, 1988])

There, the major problem has been the problem of finding the analogous concept or problem. Two of the approaches usually employed are:

- Matching the goal state and the initial state to find analogous instances. Thus, for example,

  **GO-FROM Los Angeles TO New York**

  might be retrieved when a goal of the form GO-FROM (Location-A) TO (Location-B) is posted and a similar sequence of steps would be taken to solve this new goal, with the appropriate change of variables. This approach misses analogous situations when the goals happen to be expressed differently (or non-analogous problems may have similar goal-states) and thus is not very reliable.

---

2 Some of these distinctions are discussed in greater detail in Saha [Saha, 1988].
3 This is sometimes referred to as Transformational Analogy.
• Matching the problem solving trace instead of the initial and goal states. This helps overcome the problem of missing similar problems because they were expressed differently. As long as the problem was solved in an 'analogous' manner, this approach finds a plausible analogy.

Both these approaches raise some difficult questions:

(a) How are the various steps to be 'twiddled' or 'tweaked' so that the traces match?

(b) What execution trace are we supposed to use to find an analogy when the analog is supposed to help us solve the given problem? This is generally dealt with by partial matches, which however, complicates the matching process.

There are many other problems in analogical problem solving, but that is not within the purview of this paper. In this paper, we argue that the problem of using analogies in explanation is quite a different one. In explanation, we are concerned, not with using an analogy to help solve the problem, but with helping to convey an idea.

This difference in the nature of the problem means that the questions facing analogy generation for explanation are somewhat different from the ones faced by those in problem-solving. This is because of all the knowledge available to the generator.

In particular, we will show how the EES framework provides a lot of the knowledge necessary to find an analogy, and the matching problem is thus greatly reduced. Indeed, first the terminology knowledge base provided in an expert system built using EES, gives a lot of information that can be used to generate an analogy for describing a concept. Furthermore, the problem of partial match of an execution trace is greatly simplified – in problem solving systems, the problem solver must alternate between trying to find a partial match with other traces in the library, and incrementally solve the given problem until it can find an analog. This complicates matters since the problem solver can make a wrong decision based on the incomplete information that is available to it, and must later fall back to reasoning from first principles when the analogy fails to help. This is not true in our case, since the generator can make an educated decision based on its complete knowledge about both problem solving traces.

We shall now review the beginnings of an environment in which we believe this can be done.

3 The EES system and its explanation facility

The Explainable Expert System (EES) framework provides a shell in which to build expert systems. In this framework, an expert system includes much support knowledge for explanation [Neches et al., 1985; Swartout and Smoliar, 1987; Moore, 1989]. The support knowledge contains, for example, terminology definitions, so that a user can ask for the definition of specific terms used by the system, problem-solving principles and problem solving methods. Due to the lack of space, we will not discuss architecture of the EES framework here. The interested reader is referred to the articles mentioned above.

The EES system is built using the LOOM [MacGregor, 1988] knowledge representation language, and makes use of the PENMAN Upper-Model [Bateman et al., 1989], a knowledge base of general conceptual categories. The Upper-Model is a computational resource for organizing domain knowledge appropriately for linguistic realizations. It

4This approach is sometimes also referred to as Derivational Analogy.
provides a domain- and task-independent classification system that supports sophisticated natural language processing. The domain knowledge for a particular application is linked into the Upper-Model. A small section of the concept hierarchy in the Upper-Model is shown in Figure 2 to illustrate how the LANALYST (the local-area networks) domain was defined underneath the Upper-Model. (The LANALYST concepts are shown highlighted in the figure.)

Since the Upper-Model is domain independent, any knowledge base can be built under it. This feature allows us to employ the Upper-Model to generate analogies between concepts in different knowledge bases by using the Upper-Model as a bridge between the different knowledge bases.

4 Description of the Model

We are currently building a prototype expert system in the EES framework to do local area networks analysis. We are also collaborating with the cardiology group at the Cedars-Sinai Hospital to construct a system to diagnose and suggest management plans for post-myocardial infarctions. We will be testing explanation by analogy in those two systems—however for the purposes of clarification, we will use examples from everyday life in this paper.

Explanations in our system are either terminological ones—i.e., they explain terms in our knowledge base, either as a result of an explicit request, or while explaining the reasoning of the system; or they can be explanations that are meant to explain and justify
why certain actions were taken and decisions made – essentially an explanation of the problem solving activity.

4.1 Terminological Analogies

There can be two types of analogies that the system can draw when it needs to explain the concept more fully:

4.1.1 Structural Analogies

These analogies are of the form:

A plate is made of china, just as a cup is made of glass.

When called upon to explain a point (the material an object is made of, in the above example), the system draws such analogies first. These analogies can be made by carefully traversing the concept model hierarchy, and using principles similar to those in Gentner's Structure Mapping Engine [Gentner, 1983]. In drawing this analogy, the system needs to traverse its hierarchy of abstractions and match similarities in the concept descriptions – in terms of the parent concepts and the relations between this concept and other concepts. To match these concepts, we need to have a set of common abstractions – for which we use the Upper-Model.

The Upper-Model essentially provides an abstract semantic hierarchy of concepts which partially constrains the linguistic realization options that may be considered by the grammar. Concepts from particular domains that are to be expressed in English are subordinated to concepts in the Upper-Model: their placement in the Upper-Model then determines the range of realizational possibilities that those concepts have. For example, a ‘directed-action’ in the Upper-Model is a particular subtype of ‘action’ that requires two participants, an ‘actor’ and an ‘actee’, which in turn may have particular semantic constraints on their fillers. By classifying a domain concept under ‘directed-action’, we indicate to the grammar how to realize this concept in English. The important point for us is that the Upper-Model provides us with a domain independent abstract semantic hierarchy. As a result, completely unrelated knowledge bases may be defined underneath it, and our system will be able to draw analogies between concepts in different knowledge bases. As a result of this exercise, we have also come to the realization that a more domain-specific layer below the Upper-Model would be required to constrain the searches for analogues in larger knowledge bases.

In deriving an analogy for a structural terminological definition, our system would try to match only those relations that “interact” with other concepts. Independent or unary relations are matched after binary relations, so that “irrelevant” properties may not affect the outcome as much as relations between concepts do.

4.1.2 Functional Analogies

Another way to draw an analogy is to find an object with a similar ‘purpose’. Consider for example, a paper cup. A paper cup can be used in many ways, but if we are using it to drink water, and we need to find an analogous concept. The property of the cup that we are most concerned with is the ability to drink from it. This suggests a way

---

5For full details of this process, see [Bateman et al., 1989; The Penman Natural Language Group, 1989].
of focusing the match process. This is important, because quite often, matching all the
roles of a concept with those of another concept is not a trivial task, since the number of
relations defined on the concept may be very large. Consider for example, the concept
Decserver in our LANALYST domain which has 14 roles:

- IRISOURCE-COMPUTER
- IRID1
- IRID2
- IRID3
- IRID4
- IRID5
- IRID6
- IRID7
- IRID8
- IRID9
- IRID10
- IRID11
- IRID12
- IRID13
- IRID14

We are unlikely to need all these 14 roles to describe the DecServer at any time, and, to
find an analogy, we will need only a few at a time. In addition to the relations above
which were defined locally, there are also inherited relations. If all these relations are
also considered, then the total number of relations to scrutinize becomes very large and
the process of matching could become a difficult task.

Instead, we can use the knowledge of the 'purpose' of the object in the current context
to prune the number of relations we need to match. In the case of the paper cup, for
instance, we would need to find another object that could fulfill the role of the paper
cup. Assuming that we were using the cup to drink water, any other object that could be
used for drinking water would suit our purposes for analogy. Even though the concept
"cup" may have a large number of properties defined with it (light, conical, flammable,
crushable, cheap, white, etc), we need be only concerned with the properties of the cup
being light (so that it is liftable) and conical (so that it can hold water). This is similar to
Cabelli's purpose-directed analogy approach [Kedar-Cabelli, 1988]. This dramatically
reduces the number of roles that need to be matched to find an analog.

Because the EES knowledge bases are constructed in a fashion such that information
necessary for explanation is readily available and because they are linked underneath
the Upper-Model, the system is able to access information such as the purpose of the
object and use it to look for analogies. The Upper-Model helps us in making further
inferences about the concepts and relations that are defined with respect to each other,
by providing us with a common vocabulary, and match their terms and their relevant
roles.

EES also represents all problem solving knowledge, both general purpose and domain
dependent, in the form of explainable plans in a plan knowledge base. This gives us
another way of generating functional analogies. A concept to which a particular plan
is applicable, may be functionally analogous to another concept, in the context of this
plan's goal, if this plan is equally applicable to the other concept. Take for example a
plan which can achieve the following goal:

\[
\text{(DETERMINE-WHETHER (OBJ (X ISA COMPONENT)) )} \\
\text{(PROBLEM (X IS NON-CONDUCTING)))}
\]

and "NON-CONDUCTING" is defined as something that does not allow the passage of
material from one input of X to the other. This plan is applicable to any component
which has two inputs – for example a LanBridge (does not allow passage of messages
from one ethernet to another) or to a pipe or an artery. In this case, a functional analogy
can be drawn between a LanBridge and a Pipe when the current goal of the problem
solving happens to be the one above.
4.2 Analogies based on Problem Solving Traces

Apart from explaining individual terms that the user may not understand, the EES framework is also designed to explain the plans used in solving the problem. This enables the system to explain the various decisions it took to arrive at the conclusion. Analogical explanations are desirable in this case as well and we now outline how such analogies might be generated in explaining a trace.

Suppose the system needs to explain the solution of a problem to the user and had decided to provide an analogy to a problem solving trace already explained to the user. It searches the library of traces that have already been successfully explained, and tries to find an analog problem solving trace. As noted earlier, complete traces are being stored and thus the partial match problem does not arise. Finding analogous traces is based on matching goals and concepts, thus using both LOOM and the Upper-Model and the execution trace.

Note that this raises an interesting question: Is the explanation that was produced for the analogous trace now applicable? Can, in fact, the explanation (or its design) that was kept by the system help in the matching process? i.e., a requirement might be to make sure the explanation would still be coherent, even after the appropriate variables had been changed, and possibly some steps removed. We plan to investigate these issues further.

5 Related Work

Most of the previous approaches to generating analogies have been for problem solving and not for language generation. Some work done by Brown et al. [Brown and Burton, 1975] have concentrated on the sorts of analogies that are useful in conveying ideas - e.g., analogies that talk in terms of connections between physical parts, or some that discuss causal effects. But no system has addressed the issue of generating analogies between different knowledge bases for explanation. We feel that because of the constraints imposed on the knowledge representation by EES (explicitness) and the Upper-Model (expressiveness in English), knowledge bases constructed in this fashion are particularly well-suited to generating analogies for explanation.

Most of the other approaches were based either on the Schankian CD-Representation, or on similar representations and depended upon a small set of primitives to generate the appropriate abstractions to do the matching. Instead, we use the Upper-Model, a semantically-oriented specification for text-generation that is richer than most of the previous formalisms and these sets of primitives. Since analogies are used widely in language, it will be interesting to see whether the use of the Upper-Model as our abstraction hierarchy gives us any leverage or not in generating them.
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